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ERIC /CEM.

The Educational gesources.Infornyion Center (ERIC) is a national infor- t.

mation system operated by the United States Office of Education. ERIC
serves the educational community by disseminating educational research re-
sults and other resource information that can be used in developing more
effective educational programs.

The ERIC Clearinghouse on Educational Management. one of eighteen such
units in the system,, was established at the University of Oregon in 1966. The
Clearinghouse and its seventeen companion unitsprocess research reports and
journal articles for announcement in ERIC's index and abstract bulletins.

Research reports are announced in Research in Education (RIR), available
in many libraries and by subscription for S21 a year from the United States
Government Printing Office, Washington, D.C. 20402. Most,of the documents
'listed in RIE can be purchased through the ERIC Document Reproduction
Service, operated by,Leasco Information Products, Inc.

Journal articles are announced in Current Index to Journals in Education..
CIJE is also available in many libraries and can be ordered for S39 a year
from Cali Information Corporation, 866 Third Avenue, Room 1126, New
York, New York 10022. Annual and semiannual cumulations can be ordered

.separately..
' Besides processing documents and journal articles, the Clearinghouse has,

anotlar major functioninformation analysis and synthesis. The Clearing-
house prepares bibliographies, literature reviews, state -of- the- knowledgepapers,
and other interpretive research studies on topics in its area.

UCEA

The mission of the University Council for Educational Administration is
to improve the preparation of administrative personnel in education. Its
membership consists of major universities in the United States and Canada.
UCEA's central staff works with and through scholars in member universities,
to create new standards and practices in administrator preparition and to
disseminate the results to interested institutions.

UCEA's interest in the professional preparation of educational administra-
tors includes bOth continuing education and resident, preservice programs.
Interinstitutional cooperation and communication are basic tools used in
development activitiesJboth administrators and professors participate in
projects.

The Council's efforts currently are divided into six areas: developing and
testing strategies for improving administrative and leadership practices. in
school systems; encouraging an effective flow of leaders into preparatory pi-9,
grams and posts of edticational administration; advancing research and its
dissemination; pro iding information and ideas helpful to those in universities
responsible for -designing preparatory prograrns; integrating and, improving
preparatory programs in specific areas of iitministration; and developing and
evaluating the Monroe City URBSIM simulation and support materials.
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Foreword

During the last decade, programs to prepare educational adminis-
trators have undergone considerable change. Growing specialization
in the field of educational administration resulting frottn new
knowledge ,production (for example, operations research) is one
reason. for the program change. Another is,the continuing search

a.. for more effective patterns of field experience, instructional,
method, and content 'in preparatory programs. .

Becauseofthe vaKied changes achieved in preparation in different
universities, those interested in designing, or updating programs '

today are faced ,with..a greater number of options than was the.'
case ten years ago. A major purpose of this monograph series is to...1
shed light on the various options now available to 'those interested
in administrator pre.Paration. A second purpose is to advance

, general unders,tanding of developments in preparation durinethe
past decade. The series is directed ta professors, students, and
administrators' interested in acquiring information on various.as-

`'pects of preparatip.

: .
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Each author in the series has b:/en asked to defiric the parameters
of his subject, review and analyze recent pertinent. literature. and
research, describe promising new practices emerging in atftial
training programs across the country, and identify.knowledge gaps
ancrproject future devchSpinents. The paWs 'in the series were
planned and developed cooperatively by the ERIC Clearinghouse'
on *Educational Managcnient. and the University Coubcil for Edu-
cational Administration. The editors 0. the series hope that the

ographs will prove valuable to thoSe'interested in undo standing
'and assessing recent and projected developments in preparation,

In this monograph, the fourth in the'series, Er-win Aliklos aSsesseS
progress that has been made toward the development of in-common
programs- for preparing administrators to servt9 in a variety
of iristitutional settings. After presenting the assumptioits and
rationales for training-ivcommon, Dr. Miklos describes in detail
several prograps incorporating various aspects of the in common
approach. .Findifig that training-in-commpn has been thaly sparsely
implemented, he describes several sources.of resistance to its adop-
tiontion and shows how these must be overcome if its implementation
is-to be accelerated.

Dr. - Miklos is a-professor of educational admjnistration at the
University. of Alberta. Before joining the university's staff in 1962,

accumulated a total of eleven years' experience as a.elassrociin
tea her atd principal. He r&eived 'two bachelor's degrees with
honors in 1954 from' the University of Saskatchewan and. his
master's atuldoctor's degrees in 1960 and 1963 from the Univu
shy of Alberta. .

Specializingin organization theory, Dr. Miklos.has conducted
'several researclivprojects. and authored numetous publications. He
recently prepare'd a position paper for the Commission on Educa-
tignal Planning entitled "Organization and Administratiofi of
Educational Systems: kiternal Structures,and,Processes." He also
serves as cditor of Mi:Alberta Journal of Educational Reseaich.

' PHILIP K. PIEI.E
JACK CULBERTSON

S.
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r

..,In reccni clecades scholars in 'various specialized fields of adniinis-
tration-have made frequent reference's. to.commonalities in admiqis-
trativc processes and . practicc in % different organizations: The
debate whether administration in various types of organizations is
'substantially .fhe'same.or significantly 'different has gradually been
resolved yo the tenerally accepted position that administrative
processes have both common and unique characteristics.

Despi(e this agreement, an analysis of cutrent cmphascs in prepa-
ration;programs and in the study of administration .reveals an
almost univerptil nrmtice of stressing that which is unique to the
neglect of tJ h is 'common. The question that follows.
directly . froth such an analysis is why thecorrtmon or generic
aspects of administration are ig4red. Why is administration not.
studied as a generic process, as administration qua administration,
before scholars and researchers coneentraie on the peculiarities of
thc specialized areas? There is no ready_answerto these qu"estions.

These and relined questions-wer,e kiVen considerable attention

ti
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during thelifties and sixties when the study of educational adminis-
tration underwein intensive reexamination. For a time it peared
educational administration scholars were in the forefront' an ong
.proponents of generic study: Walton (1959 and 1962) propOsiA
that at one level of abstraction administration 'was basically the
same in all organizations. Griffiths (1959) deplored the extension,
of sp'eCialized'emphasis to areas within education 1 adtpitnistration.
,Boyan summarized the situation:

The mere that professors of school administrati n. looked to the
social sciences for help in understanding administrative behavior, the

A more the processes of administering schoolsappea cd to be like the
processes of administering other organizatidns. Th skills applicable
to understam)ing, predicting, and, controlling human bepaviar 'aii-
pcarcd to hold with generality in administering organizations of all
kinds. 963, p..11)

Bdyan als1 toted that, along wiTbotlier developments of the times,,
. . .,t notion of ad"ininistration qua administration t'ook'hold in a
'powerful way with the more imaginative students of school ad-
ministration: (p. 12)

To some it seemed the study of educationaktdministration might
be placed more appropriately within, the lipid of administration'
than within the field of education.. Further, if generalizations. ap-
plicable to administration in all Organizations could be developed,
then training-in-common would be a logical preparation ,strategy:

The major, p'urpose:61 this .monograph is to review some of the
:more recent developments in thought:and practice regarding in-
common approaches to study and trhining in administration. These
developments in the study of administration as a:general process
are viewed primarily from an educational administration perspec-/
Me. Although there. are numerous issues, this report attempts to
focus on study and training in-common without. becoming :side-
tracked by peripheral considerations about the preparation of
adininistrators and develOpments in educational administration.

The initial foray into the literature revealed numerous tangential
references' but Surprisingly. few that were directly relevant. Recog-
nizing that practice may be ahead of writing, the plan for this
.monograph included deicriptitins of current practices. Accordingly,
with the assistance of ;.the University Council for Educational Ad-
ministration (UCE4, information was sought from various insti-
tutions having soine visible form of common approach to the study

, .
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of administratioii. This search for information revealed numerous
interested institutions and individuals, but, With a few notable
exceptions, yielded Hide or no information .about ongoinglin-
common approaches to preparing adminirlrators or studying ad-
ministra t;cnt,. 'Consequently, a decision was mkde to describe only
a limirtl is m1 cr of programs representing significant formalized
attemri's to develop 'training-in-common and to exclude those
representing more informal, or casual types of contact among the
various administration spetialties. .

.

The fact tsthat no extensive effort was made tO survey these less
formalized programs places limitations on this report. Not only is
the importance of these pi,actices ignored, but the possibility of
'overlooking soffit signifieant developments is inereased..Anbther
limitation to 'a comprehensive description of these practices results
from reliance on information in brochures, mimeographed reports
intended for Within-institution usc, catalogs, an ,related materials. .

Furtherrriore,. preparation programsparticularl , 'new programs .

arc modified in the light)of experience and, by. the time they are
desi-rihed in a report, may, have undergone Major change.

Use of the present tense in describing programs indicates these
praCtices exist at the time of. writing; they may have changc,d
greatly by the, time the monqraphis read.

in the initial formulation of this topic, it was assumed the major
concern wouldbe with programsthat attempt to provide some type
of in-common, integrated, or undiffereutiated program for pre-
paring administrators to work in various institutional areas: cdu-
"cation, gdvernment, business,..he,alth services, and others. Soon it
-becam'e evident that adoption of such a specific deliMitation would
prove far too narrow foa useful analysis. As a result, training -in-
common is .dcfinc'd to formalized arrangeMents.\ for
bringing together prospective administrators or -researchers lrOm
two or more institutional-ireas for.sorne form of common learning
experience during at least part of their training programs. This
More inclusive definitiOn.covers activities and experiences ranging
from a common course or seminar to a completely integrated pro7 .

grim of experiences: It is hoped this approach will provide a more
realistic view of the iltcrnatives available to designers of preparation
programs than would enaridwerdefinition of the subject. .

The following chapter Summarizes and sy6thesizesthe'assump'-
tiOns, rationales, and strategies for emphasizing common'aspects of

1- ,
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administration as propled in the Literature' The third chapter
describes ,lome Canadian and American programs identified as giving,
attention to commonalities in administration. The fourth chapter
analyzes the 'current state of development and provides some sug-
Aestions for .an intensive exploration of the potenQal or training-

I
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Rationales and Strategies
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All proposals foreman increased emphasis on common, or generic,
aspects in the study. of administration arc premised on a limited
number of assumptions. The first is that there arc indeed similarities
of sufficient Significance among the administrative prCicesses in dif-
ferent. organizations to warrant a generalized approach to the
preparation of researchers, students of administration, and practi-
tiondt A second assumption is that some body of content, a core,
that .will serve the needs .of administrators in all fields,. can be
identifk d and developed. That is, training-in-common is assumed
to be feasible given the present state or knowledge. On these two
basic assumptions rest both the rationales for 'in-common. ap-
proaches and the various strategies that have been proposed or
*ttcmpted.

RATIONALES

Advocates g f an increased emphasis on commonalities base their
arguments on desirability as well as feasibility. Since these

5
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arguments from the general rationale for training-inl,comon, they
need to be critically analyzed... ,

For'the pUFposes of this analysis, the inimerolts speCific argtt-
, 'ments have been collapsed and combined into six inajor categories.

The generic study. of and training-in-cOmmon arc
proposed as vehicles for (1) upgrading training program's (2) de-.
veloping .the Science of administration, (3) improving interrela-
.tionShips hmong organizations, (4) recognizing the convergence of
organization characteristics, (5) offering brtiadened career prepara-
tion, and (6) effectingeconomics in preparation programs.

UPGRADING -TRAINING PROGRAM$
I

I

Given the many changes taking place in various fields of study,
I it is not difficult to sec inadequacies anj.deficiencies in almost any

professional preparation program. SnOcr (1969) has noted, fOr
example, that the many societal changes that are. placing ne%+,
demands on administrators require new types of training programs.
The search for an improved training strategy .sometimes leads to
the suggestiorr that possibilities for upgrading may, exist through
1

cooperation among the specialized fields'of administration. -When
Ay Hinde-raker 1963) viewed'the field, he concluded there were pos-

. sibilitics for mutual upgrading through closer cooperation among
public,.business, and ddiicatiorial administration. IA his.opinion, '

such cooperation '(or integration) would lead to improvements
because the fields were at different stages of develo mein. con-.
sequently; ?hey could learn and borrow from one,ano

iP
her. .

According t, Hinderaker, the differences in stages of develop-
ment have been ,caused by the higtpries of the specialties, their

( traditional location O hip, the university, and the extent of their
association with theeVsic behavioral §cierree and quantitative
disciplines. Educational administration appeared to have the most
tel gaiii-from,-a-Ad business administration the most to offer to, the
general study of administration. Public administration, as Ilindera- .

P kcr saw it, fell somewhere between the two.
. Even though business administration may be the most advanced
of the three disciplings,andhave the most to offer, it also has some
shOrtcomilfgsthal*Could be ameliorated throteghcollabpration with
the other two specialties. Critics still find much to be desired in
actual practice in business preparation programs. Among the, charges

13
I \



Rationales and Strattgies 7

levelled at the traditional business school are tbat it is too narrow
in perspective, too functionally qriented, and too vocational
(Wegner 1970a). In-common preparation programs are seen to be a
way .to force the business school out of the narrow channel it has
carved for itself.

Students of public administration such as Hilling (1966); Short
,

(1966), Riggs (1968), and Charleswortli (1968), among others, are
convinced of its independence as a field of study and practice.
However, public adMinistration continues to starch for its identity
and for a "liome;' among fields' of study. and professional schools.

A continuing debate concerns where the study of public. adm inis-
tration should be placed. The problems created by its current

-association with political science have been summarized well by
Yoon (1968). Many analysts believe the development of public
administration has been hindered by this association. Waldo puts it
strongly when he says:

. . . my cencern is that preparation for public administration is
hampered and depressed and, in some casts, killed and suppressed

tin departments of political science. I ptoposethat, where feasible,
it be given freedom from such dcpartmcnts. (Waldo 1968)

The shortcomings such critics as Yoon and Waldo sec in public
administration's affiliation with political science are readily sum-
marized: narrowness of focus, academic as opposed to professional
orientation, and exclusion of rcicvant content from other disci-
plines. The new environment for public administration might well
be an in-ccithmon program for administrators in all spccialtics.

Despite the ambitious efforts to upgrade itself (and the signifi-
cant progress:already made), some still feel the study of educational
administration is too closely allied to cducation. In present pro-
grams greater attention is given to analysis of teaching-learning
issues and preparation pp.lenis than to major administrative issues.
Furthcrmorc, the location of programs of study in schools of edu-
cation militates against the incorporation of important contribu-
tions from basic disciplines and from related fields. Consequently "
the development of educational administration lags behind and,"li c
public administration, requires a new environment.

Still another group of administrative specialties would be efit
from an in-common approachthose that have not yet developed
to the same extent as business, public, and educational adminis-

14
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tration. These specialties include administration in many areas of .
social service: public health care, recreation, community develop.
ment, and others.--Training-in:common might serve as the basis for

- developing high' quality programs without extensive periods of
particularized and isolated development.

DEVELOPING THE SCIENCE OF ADMINISTRATION

The objective of improvi preparation programs is closely re-
lated to the desire to develop %the science of administration or the
discipline of administrative studies. Proponents Of common pro-
grams and most students of adminiitration agree there are suf-,
ficient commonalities among administrative processes in different
organizations to make pursuing the development of such a disci-
pline worthwhile. Critics of existing programs for the study of
administration point out that these approaches leave the field so

'fragmented that the development 9f concepts and theories is
seriously impaired. Some years ago Litchfield stated his view of the
situation very clearly:

. . . the most scrious indictment which must be made of present
thought is that it has failed to achieve a level of generalization
enabling it to systematize and explain administrative phenomena
which occur in related fields. Indeed, so far are we from broad
generalizatisniabout administration that we appear to maintain that
there is not a 'generic administrative proccss but only a ;series of
isolated types of adniinistration. Wc seem to be saying that there is
busincss administration and hospital administration and public ad-

j. ministration; that there is military administration, hotel administra-
lion, and school administration. But there is no administration. Wc
buttress this conclusion and make general theory more difficult of
attainment by developing separate schools in these fields in our
universities. (1956,-p. 7)

Litchfield goes on to point out that practice is far ahead of thought
in recognizing the common elements of administration: practi-
-donors move from one type of organization to another and con-
sulting firms apparently are able to apply the same concepts to
diverse types of organizations. Such practices indicate the existence
of generalizations applicable to administration regardless of the
particulars of its setting.

Parsons raised a similar criticism coneterning the fragmented study
of organizationS: different types of organizations are studied by
different academic disciplines. For ,example, business organizations
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arc likely" 61 be studied by .economists and'governniental organiza-
tions by political scientists. lie commented:

This ,tendency to divide the field obscures both the importance of
the common elements, and the systematic bases of variatipn from

,one. type to another. (1965, p. 238)

The undesirable consequences of Fragmenting the Field or.organiza-
tional studies arc also seen in the study of administrative processes
within those organizations: common elements are overlooked and
variations areot understood. Kfthoitsgh in recent years considerable
prOgess has been made in unifying did interrelating organizational
studies, far less progress is evident in the study of administration.

Among others, Thompson has affirmed that thei'e "is now eyery
reason: t.o,,believe That an administrative science can be built, al-
though the building will npt be easy,t(1956, p. 102). More recently,
Snyder. (1969) indicated that, in his 'opinion, developments in
basic disciplines have reached a point 'where the necessary. collec-
tion, collation,. and synthesis of content relevant Jo adminigtrative
studies can be initiated. This eclectic approach to the development
of the science of administration will require.'a continuingeextendcd
involk.ment of interdisciplinary teams of scholars. A center for the
study of administration, or school of administrative studies, appears
to' be thc.most suitable strategy for bringing tether s9holars from
'various .disFiplines and institutional arenas, and for rproViding an
'environment for accelerating the d5yelopment of the disCipline.

Thompson 'emphasizes the. importance of :systematic collabora
Lion:

The dCveliSpment of an administrative science will be hobbled until
we can find concepts applicable to a variety. of administrative levels
so that, for example, scientific knowledge of phenomena at super-
visory levtls cap feed into understanding of events higher levels,
and vice versa. or, until we develop concepts which.will permit con-
firmation in say; the hospital setting, of relationships observed in a
business or nitirify organization,(1956, p. 1 06)

R.

Such developments are more likely to take 'place if organizatiohal
arrangcthents, exist to facilitate rather than impede the systeniatic
.study and research 'Thompson sees as essential.

Culbertson indicates that developing the sciencm,of administra-
i. Lion involves a formidable Challenge. Nevertheless, he states:

if efforts cannot be consciously directed and focused upon clear

16
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targast administrative study is likely' to be diffuse. desultory, and ;he
results Amttered and even hidden in a variety ofspeciallzedendeavors.
(1965, p. 12) . .

Theseconsequences of failing to meet the 'challenge should stimu-
late scriotni, scholars to work at overcoming existing barriers and
boundaries. \\ :

IMPROVING ORGANIZATIONAL INTERRgLATIONSIIIPS ..

The "need for some common experiences during administrator
refaration programs is accentuated by the growing organizational
interdependence that cuts across institutional boundaries. With in-
creasing frequency, administrators in one type of organization are
forced to communicate with those in other typ . aldo observed
"'the .development of a network of relationships betwe n, govern-

, mcnt and private enterprise of such scope, depth, and-complexity
,as to make the delineation in some areas of any clear line between
public and private impossible" (196, p. 21). - .

Sithilar uctworks of relationships , e being woven among educa-
tional, business, and various public , agencies as a result of the com-
plex environmental and:organizaiion,a1 problems of the times. 'AA
organization attempting to Cope with urgent social or economic'
problems finds that organizations in other institutional arenas also
haven been grappling with the same problems. The discharge Of
functions in one arca requires -Cooperation withand even enlist-.
mcnt of7-nrganiz ions in another.

Concern has bcc expressed that existing approaches to Owl) pa
5ation of admi trators hinder the. development of effective
communication ainong organizations. Snyder (1969) proposes that
the basis for such communication Tint he developed during the'
preparation program throtigh prOvisin-of Common. or parallel ex-
periences. In his view, the common elements and comparative as-
was should be pursued in the preparation program until a stage is
reached where divergent experiences are required"by different roles

\ in particular types of organizations...
\ Such arguments arc highly persuasive. It seems reasonable o

suggest that administratorsn one area'should becomelainiliar with
si ilaritics and differences in the values, constraints, and con'clitions

/ that exist in others. llot only might communication be improved,
I but prrpective administrators obtairilrlietter.perspec-. .

1
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,dye on theotalues and biases that piirt of the culture 6f their
particular. organization.

. . I

:

CONVERGING ORGANIZATION CHARACTERISTICS

TI re appears to 13C growitig justificationfor the assumption that
important similarities exikt amdig different types of organization.
Sime Observers h&N4 noted a convergence in the characteristics of
organizations, particularly large-scale organizations. Similarities
between public and private organizations have been most frequently
observed: For-example, Crozier stated:

1,

Whether public or private, modern large-scale organizations . . arc Xy

made . of complex sets of individuals an,d4roups which main=
tain relatively -independent power and influence relationships with
each other in regard to goals officially aimed al. (1968, p..8)

1, These similarities tend' to reduce the significance of differences
betwecii the ELdministration of. public and privatcenterPrises, at
least as far as internal operations concerned. Crozier suggests
that Thchanging environmental and opel:',onal conditions create
convergence and dui( "the role of the administrator in the public. _

sector now seems much nearyr that of managers in the private .
sector" (p. 8). It seems reasonable to extend the Observation
suggestmg,, that some differences are also diminishing between
various stibThiegories within:the public and private domains;

1:(
Wengert has made a similar observation about the public role and

the political involvement of business organizations:
. every large-scale enterprise plays a public role apd is part-of the

0 basic political protesses of'our sor3jety, whether we calliit a bqsirkess
t organization, a labor union or a goverrimental body. (1961,

Increasingly, like- the public- administrator, the administratOr of
the_ large scale business enterprise also participates in politics. He
makes his appeal not only in the course of governmental elections,
but in many -other activities through.which the undifferentiated pub-/"-
lics of:Tur economic" life case their "votes." (p. 16)

-

Conifergence in organizational characteristics and similaritieS' in
the adminiStrative (unction in the two major areas long assumed to
differ, g5eatlypUhfic and pivatecall into question the mainten-;
Ance or sharply defined boundaries in the'study of administration
and the development of preparation programs.

Recent trends in educational acittinistratioh might be interpreted
as furth.elindications of convergence. Increasingly, cdtication has

48'
. .
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come to be viewedic histrtunent-ol social pc;lic-y, as a vehicle for
thc.achievement of Various social goals..Consequentlj, it has l3een

J
fbrceed to w'ork,closely with otganizations cznicerned with tl)e.pro-
vision of other' sotial services and as a ystilt has.adopted some of
'theirstrategies. th'e distinctioA between educational And. .

.

profit- making organizations has diminished as educItiimal adminis-
trators have I:aced demands for efficiency,acattintability, And cost
effectiveness. Culbertsonhates utsible osigns 61-11ic 'erosion of
differences betweeniniblic and private sectors:

While educational leaders have been adopting the labg,uage of the
business firm, .those in large corporations have been 'ping terms

,4 traditionally associated with the public sector. (19'69, p.

°
These tret)ds place educational administration in'tlr. Atin; stre,am of *-
convergence ,taking place betweenpublic and private -Administration..

. t

-

OFFERING BROADENED CAREER PREPARATION
'

Convergenceof organizational characteristics and the consequent
similarities in administrative process'es indicate there should also r)5
similarities in the skills;abilitieN, and'InoWledi,re posiessed by a 3
ministrators. The changing environmental and organizatiOnal N,

characteristics likewise indicate thht: rcqu isite skills and abilities; for
the future should be radically different froin those of the past. For
example, administrators must 'be pre Pared to work with 4:hangipg
organizational structutesrapidly hal.,Iging 'environments, and ad-
hocracies,rather than bureaucracies. In addition, more and .more
administrators will probably find themselves moving from one. ,

'institutional arca, to. another.' Realistic preparation should tawke
cognizance of dick trends and broaden the immediate range of
career alternatives by developing appropriate prozrams.

The diffieulty of defining desirable skills for anadmirristrata is.
increased by\the Changing otganizatrOnal and envithlimental charac-
teristics. /Snyder proposes that an administrator should be
generalist-specialist possessing the following attributes:

.
. we have defined a generalist as one who has two bpsi attributes:

fizst, he Ifessess es it genera'lizable substantive knowledge relevant.% a
certain range of phenomena of social behavior. Second he has a mix-
ture of capabilities which are not, time-, place =, ch: technologically
boundin other Words, a repertoire of things which he can do, say,

. and pink with respect to the fulfilment,of responsibilities connected
*.

,

1.
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. ( -,
with his.role and ribsition... . Specialized learning is that eiriliCh r'

* comes .from cumulative exposure to recurrent features of clearly
1.---bounciedsitu'ations and roles: (1969, 0280)

. , . o
. ( , .. .

Snyder's general imag&of theallpinistrator poses a challe nge to,
. .,

. those-responsible. for designing new preparationprogranT .-

.
,

,,.What we arc groping toward is a combination philosopher, scientist,
and (*organizational theorist who dan7rise above the perceptual lifnita-

.f., tions and conflicts inheient in, a 'pluralistic-society: who capupNy .
t...

both breadth and rigor to institution building and repair, and who%
if can bring to critical problems a highly developed capacity for

clarifying value choices and fbr. performance evaluation. ( p. 270) ../.
....-

. .

C. Presumably,
..

'an individual Should be`able,to transfer such °Hel-
;; ? ''tions to yariottVarticular/ized settings.

9--i-: Numerous otlier witsts have attempted to define ,the -§Itilli;
1abilities, and knowledge administrators should; Several .

,
scho'lars, including Cordon and Howell (.1959).am:1Gordon (1067),

. i ."'iratre-notconsidered the attribthes`to depend onoar to vary greatly d .6A
0 with, the particulai jnstituiional area. Consequen9r, accentuation ,

of boundaries .in prepfgatiOn appears loin unwarranted,.
w

, ( . y-
. 1

EFF,EtTINd ECONOMIES IN TREPARNIION PROGRAMS :
,

.. . .....
. , .

Implicil in some general discussi6hs of.common versus, spec.-,
might) ialized,ay Looaches is the suggestion.thatcombining programs might

be a rnc rc economical Oise of resoinces. Ills conceIC.nezevich ,
-(1967) voiced about the sprolifcration bf prepdration programs in' . educational administration Oane extended to of i fields as well.
Para lilarly in the operation 'of multiple progra s in smaller itisti-
stuGAls there is a possibility that diffused effort duplicated coiirse .

offerings, and uncoordinated research are indeed uneconomical.:It'
'r noes. not necessarily follow, however, that combined efforts would

.1 .
be more-economical. even though the program might be improved:

Incrcascd economy and efficiency- in preparing administratofsi.
might- also, reiult from increasing the range of their career alterna-

,' fives. Adininigrators prepared to work in more than one instituJ
Liana! cuing could conceivably help to balance shortages and

,

urplus s of personnel in the various areas. Qf course, increased
efficie y in the total system .t.lat produces administrative, per-. ,

1

. r
, .

f.

sonnel does not mean' that all parts of the system would inevi-
tably benefit equally. One area of specialization might. have to

f
,c
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subsidize the others. On the whole, it stems that! efficiency is not
nearly as compelling in argument for modifying approaches to

,,,

the study of administration as were some of dig previous reasons.
,1/4 .. ,

e. . .
.

.
. STRA-TEGIES
...r, . ,

The arguments for making the boundaries between specialties in
administration more permeahleOr eliminating them entirely can
lead to proposalts for various modifications of existing practices it)
the study of administration and the. training of. administrators.
Usually only the three major areas of administration =public, busi-
ness, and eduCation..-are considered.However, the strategies pre-
sented are just as applicable to other institutional areas.

. Themost basic proposal involves merely creating an awareness 2
of what developments in onc specialization have to of ferthe4cholar
orpractitioner in another and proyiding for some 'ext.:hank through.
isolated seminars or research collaboration. At the other end of the
confinutim is the complete reorganization of administifative studies
creating an integrated, generalized field that gives secondary, note ,

primary, attention to institutional variations. The various possi- ' -,

sbilities can all be considered as strategies for recognizing, in dif-
ferent ways and to different degrees, commonalities in the study of
administration. ' ' \ ,.

,itt, presidt, each specialized area can probably be ,assumed to

f a ministrastive study. It is difficult tb say how much .exchange
\iiha' a gbderal awareness of significant development& in other areas

' o
: exists among the specialties in institutions whose disciplinary
boundariek are .clearly defined. Nevertheless, the climate of the
times is c..onduti/e to vario in- common 'strategics. These strate-
gies include the developmc t<of joint courses, the redefinition of

,
disciplinary boundaries, the.creation of centers for the stay of

administration, and the implementation of the school of adminis-.
tration concept. . ,

4-.'
4 .

. . 4,
JOINT COURSES .

I .....

a

One of the least thrcatcning modifications of existing'practicch
involves developing a lirhited common core of experiences for
administrator trainees in i)le education, business, and public areas.
Initially, this approach might 'include only the equivalent of :a

ti
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'4ittarter or semester course that could be extended to take in more
opics (and time) as the areas of common interest and relevance

arc identified.
A specific example will illugtrate the approach. In 1959-60, the

UniversitY'of Oregon expc6Imented with a joint course. According
toWengert and others (1961), the goal of the undertaking Wig to
sample the rich amount of material available. in related disciplines
and to develop "a bask course for advanced students whose inter-

ests'lie in the administration of business, government or education". 't
(p. 143).The coursincluded topics on the current environment of
Organizations and the role of the administrator, as well as .concepts,
theories, and empirical findings from the sociaciences.

The course. -relied on a central core of readings and alloWed
students to select from the vast amount of material available.
Activities included lectures, diScussions, panels, individual reports,
anCi formal papers. The dean of the School orBusiness.Adrininik
tration expressed%the hope that: P

. . . 'the materials assembled . . . will provide the basis for a future
general couiseinadmiftistration that could appropriately become a
basic part of thC knees of all students in the professiodschools.
(Wengert and others 1961)

Although the* associated with the course cpnsidered it a promis-
ing developmeht, there is no evidence in recent catalogues of the
Uniy.ersity of Oregon professional schools. that it has become a
continuing part of or has had Sni significant influence' on the
definition of administrative studies.,

Despite the apparent lack of permanent impact on practices,
such experimdatal courses dpi validate the feasibilitiand.the merits
of developing common learning experiences fOr students enrolled
in different administrative specialties.

REDEFINITION OF DISCIPLINARY BOUNDARIES

A second possible strategy involves redefinition of the content
of present business administration and management studies. ,4 is
questionable whether the current designations of these schools
accurately describe their'content. Specifically,The possibility exists'
that present programs in business administration-do (or, wait Attie
modificaiion, could) prepare'administratots for more than just
management in Ihisiness organizations.

2
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The possibility.that management studies have broader application
than is normally assumed and could take the lead in developing a -

. more general science of administratio is a subject of debate.
Recently, Yoon noted that "the field of management, as with
other young healthy disciplines, must .lindergli a close and Con-
tinuing scrutiny to seek its center and circumference". (1968;
p. 279). In the lightof discussions within the A'ademy of Manage-
mcnt he asqlvbether "the discipline should redefine-its scope of
inquiry and take a leadership role in prOmoting general interest in
the generic aspects of the study of administratiop" (p. 280)..
Furthermore, y.00n refers ^to.leBreton's (1967) earlier qubstion
whcthcr the academy 'should take a leadership role in encouragini
the development of pilot programs drawing a student body from
the various professional schools: If adopted,:programs would extend
the already visible movement toward cOmbiriing schools of business
and. public administration either adminOtratively ,or through de-
velopment of core curricula.

Yoon proposes continuing reassessment of the role of manage-
ment departments.

4

.

I
They will have to incorporate into their curricula, courses oriented .,

toward 'administrative probltms and environments of nonbusiness
enterprises. In larger universities scholars of management may find an

,,'exciting new frontier of professional leadershii in establishirig closer 1

ties 'with other professional schools. (p. 286) /'
/It remains to be seen whcthcr departments.of management can be

successful .in modifying their curricula, iniattracting studentsfrom 6
the yarious institutional areas, and in producing graduates who will
be acceptable to a broader market. NO doubt, such expansion is ,.. L.

.,

bound to encounter some resistance from the other schools if it is
4 j

not a collaborative, undertaking.

CENTERS FOR THE STUDY OF ADMINISTRATION

The most productive way to develop the science of administra:
tion could be through the establishment of centers designed
'specifidally to achieve :that objective. The bonefits tit) preparation
programs wjeuld be indirect, but specific relationships cou1cLbe
worked out as the center develops. e

Culbertson* (1965) outlines one example of such a proposal in
the form of a QraduAte College of 'Public Policy and Administra-

r

nt,
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Lion. As he conceived it, the college staff would be recruited from
basic and related disciplines as well as specialized.areas oradminis- ..
trativc study. The college would form an .environment in which
groups of scholam could focus on both the is and ought per-
spectives on public policy. While sohte members of the college could.: .-.
concern themselves more with -substantive policy issues, others
could concentrpte on the development of knowledge that would
inform the analysis Of the issues, and still others could focus on th
developmentof generic administrative study.

Culbertson proposed. titat the 'college could enter into a number'
of working relationships With schools or departments having spec-

..

ializcd preparatiowrograms for administrators. 0,ne alternative
would be for the COlege merely to. make its products available to
the-schools, a second would be to providC cotirses or seminars on
policy issues of viral concern, and a third might be to offer core
courses in administative proCesses or comparative administration.

In a similar proposal, CaldWell suggested that the most promising
'direction in shapingan organization for theIItudy of administration
would be "the establishment of i stieutes, or 'schools to
facilitate multidisciplinary focus upon administrative phenomenh"
(1968, p. 217). .

Caldwell's propo'ial is very similar to the AdministratiVe Science
Center initiated l)y Litchfield and.Thompson at the Unifersity,of.
ittsburgh in the midfif tics. The concept fbr the Pittsburgh center
grcw from a convicpOn that the& was merit in developing the
generic study of administration and in trying to remedy the defi-
ciencies of fragmented approacheS. The central goal was.to mobilize
faculty, students;; scholars, andrcsorcheri from various disciplines
to increase the flow of research and ideas on the generic process of
administration. The staff of the center remained small throughout
its history and consisted of (at various times) seholarsITm anthro-
pology, sabiology, and social psychology, and a few graduate assis-
tants working on degree programs in specialized areas. Some of
the staff

>
ppheld joint appointments with other schoOls.

The
.

. Inc center was of intended to grant degrees, but it did attempt
to influence theprofessional schools through such 'activities as '
seminars and publications. At one stage an interde,partmerital
graduate course was offered that attracted studcnts'from business,
sociology, public affairs, nursing, and other fields (Thompson
1971). The center was terminated some yca9...ftgwfor financial

0
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reasons (Wynn1971).
Even the nonfinancial difficulties of establishing such an institute

or school are not to be underestimattkl. no simple task to
break scholars away from their affiliations, both disciplinary and
institutional; to develop a new identity. Nor is the taslesieTngaging
in interdisciplinar'y studies without frustrations. It is easy tei see
why no similar centers have been established in response to the
challenge.

la.

SCHOOL OF ADMINISTRATION CONCEPT -

The one strategy that holds promise of achieving the outcomes
of all other strategics combin,cdcommon courses, integrated,
programs,' development of administrative scion , research, and
trainingis Abe graduate school, of administrati n. In general, the
strategy involves the establishment of centers o schools that would
recogdize and develop the generic aspects of aminisCration as well
as the specialized aspectsof each particular field. ,

Discussing the possible directions in w h public administration

Instead of stopping at this point with a Graduate Sckclol of Public.
Administration; as we already have at some institutipns, might, it not
be desirable to go beyond into.Sne,ss; union with.business and educa-
tional adnlinistration? (Depending on the campus situation, thaw.
could also include such othet fields,as -welfareand hospital adminis-
tration, which is now closely allied to'husiness administration in a

Might Move, Hinderakcr proposed:

fe-w histancesi) I suggest this alternative even though the kW attempts
which have been made to combine business and 6ublic administration
have nOt;for vaiyinwesons, been notably 'sUccessfull (1963, pp. 8-9)

In an informal, survey of people in seleFicd disciplines at various
universities, Hinderaker found both support for and opposition to
such a concept. The support tended to come from those associated
with bu'illess and educatiodal administration; the few opponents
were in publie'administration. Hinderakcr and Fome of his associatcs
were not dissuaded. 'Their views led to the establishment ih '1966
Of the Graduate School of Administration on the Irvine Campusl)f
the University Of California.

More recently, Gordon,proposed: -'s1"

The next big step in education for present and future executives'May
well be the more complete flowering of the graduate school of

A
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adminitrafion. The mmon element is a clustering of intellectual
and applied interests ound the task of building and administering
complex organizatio to carry off differing purposes in quite varied
settings. (.1967, . 1)

This concept rem es support froni students of administration who
believe either that common elements can be identified or. that an
attempt should be made to determine if they are identifiable.
Gordon notes that for these people:

. . the idea of a common center for learning more about a set of
variables called administration and more of what is entailed in being
an administrator under varied conditions has attraction. (p. 352).

The curriculum content of such a school will be determined by .

whatever conception's are held of administrators,. such as the
generalist - specialist conceptproposed by Snyder. Regardless of the
specific conception, the 'content of the program would not and
should not be merely a reorganization of existing administrative
studies. Snyder conceives thai designing courses and other ex-
periences will involve "squeezing" various disciplines, to distill and
present the knowledgerelevant to organizational and administrative
phenornena (1969, p. 288). The. social and behavioral sciences as
well as the schools that have developed analytical tools arc obvious
p tial contributors. 0

efinition of 'content cannot be determined a priori but must
,be a continuous process. For this reason recruiting faculty,= de-
veloping interdisciplinaty research, and creating effective teaching
teams are crucial to the success of such a ,venture. Unless these
features can be built into the structure'and operation of the school,
the program will become fragmented and lose itsotential.

The concept or such a school shares considerable appeal with the
concept .of a tenter for administrative studies; both have'similar
difficulties inherent in their establishment and development. Gor-
don (1967) proposes that in view of the limited implementatiOn
experience, such a `school must be considered only as a strategy
for developing the field. Caldwell cautions ihat."no dramaticreve-
Jations . shciuld be expdtea from the firittof such institutions
to be estIblisbatiiime will be required" (1-968, p. 217).

The extent to which progress has been made in implementing the
concept of a giaduate school of administrationas well as other
strategiesis indicated by the praCtices.despribcd in the\following
chapter.
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Ratioridles and strategies take on full meaning only when
manifestoil in actual ongoing programs. TO detentine how current
practices relate to thought, an attempt was made to obtain descrip-
tions of approaches providing some form-of training-in-common for
two or more administrative specialties. As mentioned in the intro-
duction,Ahe preparation. programs considered suitable for detailed
descriptions are few in number.

The programs reviewed can be placed in two broad categories:
those based on a broadened conception of management studies or
involving combined programs, and those classified as integrated
approaches!

GENERAL MANAGEMENT AND
COMBINED PROGRAMS

Management boundaries have already been redefined in some
schools that offer management programs with applications beyond

.
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the business-industrial area. Another development has been the
combination of business and public administration schools. At
times, however, this seems to involve only an administrative change
within the university rather than an integration of programs.
Other combinations, such as education-business, seem to occur tar
less frequently. Since only'one such program is described here, the
description is fairly detailed.

MANAGEMENT PROGRAMS

The observation that administration takes place within an organi-
zational setting and involves similar;skills in different oiganizai ions
has led some schools to claim, either implicitly or explicitly, that
their programs prepare people to work in a variety of organizations,

Most frequetitly, a claim is made for the suitability of a program
preparing people for careers in both public and private organiza-
tions. This claim tends to rest on the emphasis given in training
programs to basic disciplines and analytic techniques that are
assumed to be relevant to a wide variety of organizations. Among
the institutions indicating that their programs are more general than
those of a busine.a school are Carnegie-Mellon University (1971),
Yale University (1971), and Massachusetts Institute of Technology
(MIT) Alfred P. Sloan School of Nlanageme'nt (1971).

Carnegie - Mellon seeks to prepare students for general manage-
ment in business and government by emphasizing analytic. com-
petence and the theoretical and conceptual basis of managerial

practice.
The Yale program also adopts a broad approach and indicates

that "'teaching and research in Administrative Sciences arc directed
toward the development and application of behavioral/social.
sciences to the 'study of goal-seeking .organizations" (p. 1). The
program attempts to "establish the phenbmena that are intrinsic
to goal-seeking entities, be they, a. business, a governmental de-
partment, 'a' chtirch, a hospital or any other viable organized
group" (V.. 1). The program .'permits specialization in two major-
areas: organizational behavior or quantitative skills. Tht.: objective
of thi, M.A. program is "to prepare persons to assume leadership
responsibilities in private and public enterprises" (p. 4). ft is

claimed that advanced study in the areas of management science or
organizational behavior limy be particularly appropriate for such
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managment careers.
The implicit linking of management in various types of organi-

zations is carried further in the MIT program, which is designed to
prepare people "to.function effectively as professional managers in
private and public organizations" (p. 5). Although the majority
of candidates are aiming for careers in business and government,
more are expressing interest in organizations such as hospitals,
schools, cities, and government agencies. The school suggests:

The basic approaches to problem solving and decision making
developed for industry are applicable to nonindustrial organizations.
The School encourages applications from those who seek careers in a
wide range of enterprises. (1971, p. 5).

Although no individual programs are outlined, presumably the
general program flexibility accommodates student interests in a
variety of career aspirations.

Because general management studies usually overlook the unique
characteristic.s of organizations in the different institutional areas,
it 'must be concluded that they prepare people to perform a rather
limited set of administrative functions. The skills developed arc
most likely to be used in staff capacities in a wide range of organi: ,
zations. The ease with which individuals could move into line
positions would vary with the type of organization.

COMBINED BUSINESS-PUBLIC ADMINISTRATION

The general management programs claim to have a relevance
beyon business administration because of their flexible and
concept al approaches to the study of administration. Some other
schools ive been much more explicit in their efforts to provide
common et differentiated ,programs for people intent on.yaried
careers. 'This is done through core programs such as the ones at
Cornell University (1971) and York University (1971).

The programs offered in the Graduate School of Business and
Public Administration at Cornell University lead to degrees in
business, public, and health services administration. Although the
programs appear to be quite discrete, the major portion of formal
study during the first year of a two-year program consists of courses
common to all three areas. These common courses are in accounting,
quantitative methods, macro- and microeconomics, institutions and
values in society, organization theory and behavior, and the
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computer and decision-making. The remainder of the first-year
program consists of electives, while the second year is devoted to
concentration in the special field of study.

York University in Toronto provides a very similar program for
both public and business, administration:

The Faculty of Administrative Sciences is committed to the concept
that there is a common thread of administrative skill and knowledge
running through the managerial tasks of all organizations, both large
and small, public and private. (197 I , p. 19)

Although the program contains schools of-both business and public
administration, there is a commpn core of studies for candidates in
the schools. 'This core is intended to provide"an understanding of
the basic disciplines, analytic skills and institutional interfaces
which represent the intellectual foundations of all administrative
practice" (p. 34). The core contains courses on the environmental
framework of management, accounting and control, macro- and
microeconomics, quantitative methods, behavioral components,
and issues in organization.

Education is mentioned infrequently among the organizations
for which such programs are considered relevant. No doubt, the
programs are assumed to be appropriate for the "business, manage-
ment" aspe6ts of educational administration. However; seldom or
never is reference made to the more curriculum-oriented educa-
tional administrator.

EDUCATION-BUSINESS JOINT PROGRAM

Stanford University developed the Joint Program in Educational
Administration in response to a need for a "new breed" of manager-
administrators who would be better prepared than were their
predecessors to cope with current and future problems of urban
school administra'tion. As perceived by the prop ram developers,
the need was to prepare people familiar with the urban crisis and
possessing financial-management skills enabling them to cope
effectively with social, political, economic, and educational prob-
lems. The program is not designed to prepare current schoOl busi-
ness officers. Instead, according to Kirst, it is to

prepare top administrators who will have an important financial
decision- making role in urban schools, state and federal education
agencies, and private nonprofit organizations. (1970, p. 2)
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Akis important decision-making role also might be played ifi senior
stiff positions as advisors tio top level administrators as well as in
the adminiStrathv positioA themselves. Experience with the pro-
gram indii:ates: that it serves both the generalist administrator who
wishes to develop some competence in financial skills and the
specialist who might be,orientecrmorelo a stafradvisory position.,

The Joint Program consists of three years in which candidates
pursue studies qualifying them for bOth the Master of Educational
A(Imipistration degree (NIEA)awarded _coldly by the School of
Education and the Graduate School of Businessand the doctorate
in education. Existing courses and other educational experiences
were used to a large extent incdesigning the program, but modifica-

,

tions were made and new experiences added.
The program has no specific academic prerequisite and is open

to a limited number of recent. baccalaureate graduates, experienced
teachers and administrators, and -persons with work experience in
social action agencies. In addition to the usual selection criteria of
academic ability, aptitude, and leadership potential;consideration
is given to the individual's commitment to urban problems.

Although programs of study are individualized, they are intended
to prepare the administrator to work in 'situations in which finan-
cial constraints are high and efficient operations must be achieved
through understanding goals and setting priorities. The Joint Pro-
gram has four major components: administrative-analytical core,
foundation work in education, contact with the reality of urban
problems and the agencies attempting to cope with them, and
integration of !earnings within and across components.

The basic administrative-analytical core is provided by courses
from the Graduate School of Business. The courses selected as a
required core are foundation subjects underlying. the prOfessional.
discipline and practice of administratipn. These include managerial
accounting, business economics, organizational behavior, marketing
managethent, and others to a total of about ten quarter-courses.
This core forms the major portion of work dir s! g the first year of
study; with elective and other courses from do. Graduate School

. of Business, it comprises at least one-half of the course units in the
MEA program..

The educational foundation component is intended tO ground
students in educational goals, curriculum, and the normative dimen-
sion of the problems they will likely_ face on the job.-This.-compo:-

_ -
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neat consists largely of courses on curriculum, philosophy of
education, culture and education, and psychological foundations of
education, among others. There is considerable flexibility in

developing this component, including the possibility of course
credit internships for students with limited experience in education.

The third componentcontact with the reality of the urban
situationis prZiVided. by a number of short-term revolving intern-
ships during the second year of study. During these internships,
each lasting about one month, candidates are brought.into contact
with a range of urban agencies: schools; local, federal and state
agencies; community groups; labof and professional groups; and so
forth. A number of outcomes are anticipated from the internships;
the foremost is tha candidates will become familiar with a range of
urban problems al I their interrelationships, and with the various
agencies attempting to cope with them. It is hoped the internship
experiences will set the stage for future collaboration among ad-
minitrators, community, groups, 'politicians, and social action
agencies, and for more effective social delivery systems..

The final component consists of,specific activities intended to
integrate experiences both within and across the components. A
course entitled Enterprise Direction, offered by the Business School,
brings together the specialized !earnings in the administrative core.
The course acquaintx.'students with some of the special problems
in setting goals for an organization and with developing strategics
for coping with goal-related planning problems. A similar seminar
on Poverty and Urban Education integrates the internship ex-
periences by focusing on issues confronting the urban school ad-
ministrator: organization and control of schools, racial factors, and
analysis of poverty. A two-quarter sequencethe Joint Seminar in
Educational Administration relates !earnings from the administra-
tive core more closely to specific problems and issues in educa-
tional administration. In this. sequence professors from the Business
School and the School of Education come together to discuss the
common and unique characteristics of administrative action.

In addition to these four components, there are opportunities
for individualizing programs through selection of electives and
other credit experiences. Nthough the MEA normally requires the
first two years of study, the flexibility of- the doctorate program

'usually enables the candidate to apply most or all of his MEA course
work toward' the doctorate. The doctorate has no specific 'course

)
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. requirements, but candidates arc expected to develop competence
in four core areas: studies in curriculum, instruction, and adminis
tration; behavioral science studies; noimative, studies; and inquiry
skills. Specific prqgrams are designed within this broad framework.
Candidate6 are encouraged but not reqUired to do their research in
the application of new procedures to the operation and management
of an,educational institution. The doctoral phase of the studies
includes a significant stress on curriculum design and learning
processes.

In .summary,--some observations might be made about the Joint
Program. to highlight its unique characteristics. First, its point of
departure is the belief there is need for a set of 'specialized skills for
a functiOn not now being performed adequately:- Second,: it uses the
resources of an .existing admirfistrative specialty to develop these
skills while still retaining a focus on education. 4s a result, the Joint
Program facilitates development of both adn finistrative and insti-
tutional specialization. The analytical core is cry similar to that of
the general management programs and otl r combined:programs.
Because attention is given 'to both genet-) andIspecific aspects of
administration, programs appear to old considerable promise
as a strategy for introducing training-in-common.

)

INTEGRATED PROGRAMS

There are few integrated programs of study and prepalation that
attempt to develop a generic emphasis on administration. Three
have been ,selected for detailed review because of their unique
features. These are the programs developed at the Irvine Campus of
the UniverSity of 'California, Sangamon State University in Spring-
field, Illinois, and the Regina Campus of the -University of Sas-
katchewan. These three programs are probably the most progressive
existing practices in the 'development of training-in-common for
educational, business, and public administrators.

INTEGRATED PREPARATION AND GRADUATE STUDY

The University of California at Irvine has offered a common, or
integrated, program in administration since September 1966. The
concept of a graduate school. of administration providing general
professional and academic educatiAm for administrators thrOugh the
integration of a variety of perspectives, and disciplbies was included

a
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in academic planning for the new campus. The subsequent i:.stab
dlishment of the schoand development of programs have proved

to be highly significant in defining and implementing generic
studies of administration. No discussion of training-in-common
would be completeowithout adequate attention to the content of
the., Irvine programs.

'hie' Graduate School of Administration .grants the Master of
Science and the Doctor:of Philosophy in Administration degrees.
At each degree level. specialization is possible in one of three
institutional areas: education, businsss, or public administration.
The programs' characteristics and specific.requirements derive from
a number of-anderlying assumptions that define the programs'
philosophy. Theseossump 'ions include:

Developments in such basic areas as management science, the
behavioral and social sciences, and the study of organizatiqns have
reached a stage making it reasonable to conceive and develop an
integrated curriculum for preparing administrators to work in educa-
tion, business, and government.
An integrated program should be based on interdisciplinary colla-
boration around a common interest in 'organizations and their
management. This common interest and the need for a deeper

,understanding of the administration of organizations should make
the traditional academic and disciplinary boundaries less significant
in defining the content of studies and the involvement of faculty.
An'attempt should be made to integrate generalist and specialist
role's in administration. The generalist role involves basic understand-

4 ing of administrative processes and techniques in a variety of organi-
zational settings. Specialization is based on knowledge of a particu-
lar instituti?nal area and of a partirtil... discipline or set of technical
tools closely associated-with administration. .

An adequate prepatation program should attempt to integrate the
functions of teaching, research, and service,sthe program should offer
experiences that will.provede professional preparation, extend the
search for new knowledge, and test add refine existing administrative
theory.

Candidates for the school are recruited from all academic and
professional areas. Some background is assumed, or must be ac-
quired, in mathematics (through calculus), elementary- statistics,
economics, 'psychology or sociology, and political science. The
Master of Science in Administration normally requires two full
academic years of study. For many cakeidates this will also include
related academic or job-centered work during either or both of the
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summers preceding the first and second years-. .

Joint three-two programs are alSo pcAsible in three areas: com-
puter science, engineering, and social sciences: In such joint, or.,
combined programs; the candidate spends three years in one.of these
Lindergraduate sehQols or departinents and two years in the Grad-
uate School of Administration. Requirements for the bachelor's
degree arc completed by the end of the fourth year and the M.S.
is received at the end of the fifth year. The joint programs offer yet
another opportunity for spccializatk in areas closely related to
administration or particular institutinnalnleas.

The NI.S.4..Program consists' of twenty-three quarter-courses,
twelve of which are required core courses in adminiitration.
Included- in the twelve are six single-quarter courses and thse,e,,0
two- quarter - sequences. The single-quarter courses are:

microeconomics: a mathematically rigorous analysis of the ,general
theory of equilibri'um of individual economic decision unit

macroeconomics: inquiry into principal determinants of the level of
national income and employment, and application of macro-
economic analysis to public policy questions

accounting and financial control: including short-run finance and'
capital budgeting

interpersonal dynamics: including developing awareness and under-
standing of interpersonal kehavibr as well as increased

k. competence in use of interpersOnal skills such as communi-
cation and conflictresolution

manpower utilization and labor relations: particularly the staffing
function and the organization's relationships with individual
members and organized groups of members

workshop in administrative problem solving: either a commonlield
project in which participants organize, plan, and formulate
action strategies, or a simulation-activity- that gives ex-
perience in action and feedback - analysis

)The two-quarter sequences (Amer three major areas:
quantitative methods: attempting to provide the quantitative basis

for managerial decision-making though developing skills in
computei programming, modelling, and various facets of
computer simulation.

organization theories and models descriptions of organizational
behavior in a wide range of organizations and societies
leading to such topics as goals and objectives of organiza-
tions, structure, theories pf management, motivation, and
change.
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seminar in educational, business, or 'public administration: This
seminar is in)ended to provide the institutional specialization
for administrators.' The seminar in educational adminis-
tration, for example, prbsents a broad approach to the
process of administration in educational organizations,
including problems of policies end policymaktng, financing,

t and forecasts and trends in higher education. Attehtion is
given to current problems and a variety of resources is used.
The seminars in business and public administration develop

1- perspectives appropriate to those particular fields.
..

The core courses, with the exception of the quantiCative methods,
may be taken in either the first or second year. Students complete
their requirements by selecting electives froni courses in the School
Of Administrationsuch .as social change,' conflict and Conflict
resolution, or an additional term of organization theoriesor in
other schools if the'courses are logical extensions of their programs.
The course 'requirements and other activities contribute to a range
of intended educational goals:generaJ lipow!edge, conceptual and
empirical knowledge of organizations, sliecific knoyvledge about a

- y
japarticular area of administ tion, managemtent techniques and other

skills, and a professionalientation.
The Ph.D. degree in' administration requires at least three and

probably four years of full-time effort following the undergraduate ,

degree. Not all this time need be spent in university residence in.the
technical sense. The actwil residenCe period will be influenced by i ,

the field experiencC, if any, and the research undertaken by the
candidate.The basic requirements for the Ph.D. are extensive prepa-
ration in the core disciplines and the areas of technical compe-.
tence defined by ths MS. requirements, and preparation and
demonstrated competerice in research including the completion of
a significant research project. .

The individual programs that can be developed within the general
framework can provide the' initial prepara.,tion for peopte moving
into such administrative roles as corporate managers, program

- directors, federal executives, administrators fdr various levels of, the
educational system, organizational staff experts; hospital adminis-
trators, policy analystl; researchers, and' faculty members. The
common elements df the preparation programs increase the like-
lihood th5tadministrators in different organizatiOns, and at dif-
ferCnt levels, mayt be able to communicate with cane another more

,, l .
effectively and also move more easily from one organization to

4. ,
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another in response to societal needs, organizational demands, and
individual preferences.

COMMON CORE AT THE GRADUATE LEVEL

The Mastec of Arts (Administration) program at Sangamon State
Universiiy %ecame operational during the 1970-71 academic year. -

It is the outcome of several years of planning to develop an in-
common izrogram lot students with an interest or involvement in
educational, business, or public administration. The immediate
success the program had in attracting students from these areas is
evidenced by the enrollment during the winter quarter of 1971. Of
the 151 students enrolled, 45 identified with the public area, 66
with busines5, and 41 with education. In view of its large and
diverse enrollment, the program merits particular attention.

The Sangamon State University program draws its distinctive
%characteristics from a number of assumptions and subsidiary ob-
jectives that determine the general rationale and pfactices:

The program serves part -time students who are employed in govern-
mental, business, and educational organizations, as well as full-time
graduate students. Provisions are also made for integrating under-
graduate programs with a three-year master's program.

I

a The program is designed for studenti with a variety of undergraduate
backgrounds; there are no admission requirements beyond the

,,baccalaureate.

The general requirements allow individualized programs. Students
may select 'courses front any, disciplinary area relevant to their

. interests, needs, or career aspirations. In addition to formal courses,
learning experiences are provided through independent study, pro-
grammed instructional materials, and noncredit workshops.

The* program is multidisciplinary and stresses the application of
concepts from a range of behavioral sciences rather than the develop-.
ment of narrow technical skills. In addition to drawing upon such
basic disciplines as psychOlogy and sociology, various pails of the
program develop concepts and issues from urban planning, com-
munication thiory, system engineering, and,r3mptiler technology.

The proirany have a definite public affairs emphasis, particularly
for studen6 prep/aring for positions in government or education.
Studentvaie expected to become familiar with the analysis of current
issues through study and interaction withitudents in other specialties.
The program also encourages involvement with the community
through resource perions and faculty and student projects.

7.t
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The program recognizes the importance of such administrative skills
as communication and problem solving. Work experienCe may be
included for those who do not have, or are nut currently engaged in,
administrative practice.

The generalrequirement the program is completion of t,welve
' courses of five quarter-hot s each. About halt of those twelve

courses are drawn- from a common core, and the remainder from
the major area of concentrationbusiness, public, or school ad-

:, ministration. Other requirements include competence in communi-
cation skills and 'participation in a piiblic affairs colloquium. The
subject of the colloquium may vary depending on whether a
student's interest is in race relations, censorship, or other current
issues. The common, or generic, core is based on tht assumption
that administrators in all areas should be knowledgeable about the
human reso es and decision-making processes of an organization..
Consequently, the urses de'al generally with the human and
decision-making dimensions of administrative tasks, and emphasize
the application of behayinral science concepts and the development
of management skills. ,

In contrast, study in each o the three specialized areas is base
on the assumption that the pt itico;legal environments and,func-
tions of organizations differ. Al . a result, about one-half of a stu-
dent's program consists of courses that examine his parti-cld r area
of administration, jncludini; such aspects as the nature o' and
relationships with relevant environments, specific administ ative

...
functiohs, and policy- making.

The core courses include thebehavic;ral science-based aspects of
administrative study and management techniques. Specific courses
range from computer-assisted decision- making and systems design

.'to human resource, management and orgahizational change. Al;...../
though there are no prescribed courses in the core, two are highly
recommended for all students: a course on quantitative tools for
decision-making and an integrative seminar to be taken during the
final quarter. The integrative seminar, Design and Implementation
of the Organization's Strategy, views the organization from the
perspective of the chief administrator or policy-maker. T,IK seminar
stresses such tasks as conceptualizing the role of the chief execu--
tive, coping with environmental and institutional constraints,
resolving competing objectives, and ,developing 'organizational
structures.

Ira
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The generic core's contribution.fo individual programs is illus-
trate in table I, which lists specific courses that might be. taken by
studen prepaiing for positions in public, business, and --school
administration.

,
TABLE 1

City Manager

OrganizatiOn Theory

Theories and Methods
of Organizational
Change

Leadership Theory
and Styles

.

Human Resource
Management

Integrative .'eminar

a

Middle Manager
Business

Organization Theory

Theories and Methods
of Organizational

-Change

Nlanagement Informa-
tion Systems

Human'Resource
Management

Organizational
Behavior

School Principal

Psyernlogy of Human
Development

Theories and Methods
of Organizational
Change

Leadership Theory
and

Organizational
Behavior

Quantitative Tools
for Decision
Making

Integrative _Sem,inar Integrative Seminar

...-,
These sample programs show that the fu ture.principal might have

only two courses and the integrative :seminar in commonwith the
other two candidates. Similarly, the citysand buiiness managers
might have only, three courses in e ommori. t istpossible, however,
that the public affairs colloquium might also erienced com-
monly by two or all three students. Evidently, the generic core at
Sangamon State is a pool of courses from which -individual stu-
dents can choose certain areas of study. It is not a set of ex-
periencescommon to all students. The common portion is, generally,
the behavioral science-based stu gf administration, the analysis

. r-
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of socim issue., and the attempt to integrate !earnings into an?

administratorts world view.
The program recognizes that the' teaching quality in the generic

core courses is of utmost importance. Faculty members must be
familiar with both the basic disciplines from which the studiedraw
their content and the disicpline's potential application in the various
specialties. The faculty at Sangamon is recruited from behavioral
science departments as well as from those departments and schools
in which educational, business, and public administration have
traditionally been offered. hope is expressed that through faculty
dialogue and faculty-student- interaction sonie of the orientations
from the .specialized areas of administration can be transmitted in
the generic core. This seems to be particularly important in view
of the broad and flexible approach taken to the definition of the
'generic core component of an individual's program.

O
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INTEGRATED UNDERGRADUA'T'E STUDIES
..---

The programlin;operation at .the Regina Campus of the Univer-
sity of Saskatchewati_since-1966 is unique in that it attempts to
cope at the undergraduate level with the issue of commoti versus
specialized programs of study in administration. In general, the
narrowness of the traditional., school of rit::.iness administralion is

rejected in favor of a broadened 'program. This program, which
Dads to the Bachelor nt. Administration degree in lour years, pre-

:.
Pares people for administrative careers in avariety of organizations:
government, business, education,, health, and others. Aqordingly,
the program -emphasizes general management rather than business.

BOlstad (1968) outlines some of the assumptions underlying the
:programs of study:

Administration is a universal phenomenon in all types of organiza-
tions; it is possible to define a program of study or a body of
knowledge that is universally applicable.

The undergraduate level is not the stage for administrative speciali-
zation ,in an institutional Sense. Such specialization is more appro-

.

priate at the graduate level or can be developed through actual work
and experience organizations. The program is recognized as only
the beginning of learning about administration that will continue
thrdughout an individual's career.

Although specialization is desirable, it should be- specializa tion in a
disciplinary sense and not in a narrow vocational sense. Disciplinary

T
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specialization can lead to preparation for specific types of atimMis-
trative, functions without placing limits on the. organization in whirl(
the functions are likely to be performed.

The development of general skills in problem - solving, and' analysis
might be more important than learning a specific body of knowledge.
Nevertheless, graduates must have 'sufficient familiarity with spec-
ialized tools and techniques to enable them to begin work in ad-
ministrative positions. ,

These and relateqassumptious were the starting point for de-
veloping an eight-semester program that includes a "mix" of course
work providing the foundation for administrative Audies, breadth
in applied areas, and a degree of specialization in an area closely
related to practice. The program's designers attempted to use the
resources. of other departments to develop' the behavioral science
and quantitative specializations. Additional linkages were developed
through 'staff members who hold joint appointments with other
faculties.

The first four semesters of the program provide a broad founda-
tion. for administrative studies. Actual course work includes such
fields as political science, economics, mathematics, psychology,
sociology, research methodology, and accounting. At this stage,
courses in administration and applied areas include legal institutions,
organizations and the individual, costs accounting, and an intro-

, duction to the administrative process. In the .final two years of
study students specialize in one of three areas: behavioral sciences,
quantitative analysis, or economics. In each specialized area, four
courses in the basic disciplines and four in administrative applica-
tions of those disciplines are reqUired.

To avoid premature narrow specialization, a candidate is alSo
required to take tWo'courses in each of.,the two areas outside his
concentration. The specialist in the behavioral sciences, for example,
also studies quantitative work and economics. As a result, the area
of specializatidn may serve as the point of entry to an administra-
tive carber, but it need not restrict th'e administrator-to-be to a
particular type of work.

The prograiii culminates. with two required courses on research
and problem- solving. One course examines the role and uses of
.research in administration. It includes conceptualizing an.adminis-
trative problem in research terms and developing techniques to solve
the problem. The Seminar in Administrative Problem-SolVing assists
students in integrating and applying some of the program's more
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xvspecialized material. This application is done, in part, through the
completion of a project related to a current administrative problem.

Beyond the required courses, lour electives may be used to
provide griticr depth in the disciplinary area or greater depth or
breadth at.thc applied administrative level.

Another approach to administrative preparation available at
'Regina is the combined-degree programs that include law-
administration and arts-administration. Through a combined pro-
gram a student can meet the requirements for two degrees in less
time than. is required if thevre taken separately.. Bolstad (1968)
sees considerable meriiln the combined programs:

. it is possible to deVelop combined peogramsin many areas where
a more specialized approach is normally taken to leaching adminis-
tration. People could prepare for technical and administrative careers
in a variety of organizations and institutions .; . ". libraries, welfare

I
agencies, schools, hospitals, the military, scientific agencies, churches,
etc. by combining studies in a general administration program and in
other professional fields. (p. 15)

At the time of writing,- no such combined program has been de-
veloped with education.

Wegner (1970b) identifies a number of problems associated with
the establishment of an integrated program. Among. the major

t difficulties are .developing appropriate courses and finding faculty
. who have the necessary orientation. At Regina, most of the faculty
4y do come from a particular institutional area of specialization. How-

ever, hope is expressed that. through close association they will
Transmit thcir diverse -views to the students and to one another.
There are indications that the graduates of the program are viewed
favorably by employers, that graduates do find employment in a
variety Of organizations, and: that the reputation of the program is
growing. These indic.ations reflect favorably on bOth the concept of
a more general preparation program and the specific developments
at Regina.

Several observations can be made about the program's emphasis
and content. The first is that content tends to be focused on
technical-administrative tasks with limited attention to more general
issues and problems in organization management. Presumably, the
developnient of broadened conceptions of adininistration and
institutional specialization are.left to the graduate schools. Whether
these should be left exclusively to the graduate level might bear
some reconsideration.

42
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A second observation is that althoUgh the program is more Oteral
than the traditional business administration prOgrarn, the course
structure still reflects long-standing areas of emphasis. Finally,
schools and school systems are not proMinent among the organi
nations for which the administrative preparation is intended.
Perhaps this is only by accident; nevertheless, one does get the
distinct impression that the program still favors the business func-
tion in a relatively restricted range of organizations.

CONIPARISONS

Despite considerable variation in the programs described, there
appears to be substantial agreement on what should be c(immon in
the study of administrative specializations and in the preparation
programs for those areas.

Whether it is a broadly oriented management program, a joint
program, or an integrated approaich, the significance of the basic
social/behavioral sciences 'and quantitative studies is recognized.
These disciplines serve as the basis for more specific studies of
organizational behavior and administrative processes. Programs
either implicitly in- explicitly include the study and development of
both quantitative and human managerial skills in order to improve
the administrator's ability to carry out various functions and to
solve organizational problems. These two broad areas form the
basic core of in-common administrative studies.

The different programs vary widely in their inclusion of content
relating to particular institutional areas. The generalized manage-
ment programs contain the' east emphasis on institutional areas
outside the public and business domains. This emphasis seems to
imply that thq relevance of these programs to the administrative
processes of other tvpes'of organizations is gencially limited to the
financial and personnel functions. It is assumed that familiarity
with the unique characteristics of a particular type of organization
cari best be developed on the job. The preparation in: these gm-.
cralized management programs also seems to be oriented toward
the performance of specialized functions at the middle and lower
managerial levels. Career paths for administrators would probably
follow these functional specializations upward or laterally into more
generalized administration.

The joint and integrated programs described offer...greater
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opportunities for preparation for positions in specific institutional
areas than do the ,general management programs. These oppor-
tunities. take the form of courses and actual work experience
gained through either internshipsor part-time employment. Such
experience develops familiarity and competence in coping with
unique characteristics, circumstances, and policy issues. Stanford
emphasizes the internship For gaining this experience; Sangamon
assumes its part-time students obtain experience through jobs;
Irvine assumes its students obtain some experience during the
summer periods. In view of the emphasis Irvine and Stan ford give
to bosh the common and the specialized needs of prospective
administrat'rs, these programs seem to a.hieve an appropriate
balance. Sangamon is very similar, but taktA a much mare flexible

1approach to defining the generic core.
All these programs call be viewed as the i 110:limitation of dif-

ferent strategies for recognizing the generic aspeCts,of administra-
tive studies and the common needs of prospective administrators.`
The appropriateness of the adoption of any one of these strategies
will be cionditioned by the particular goals of a program and the
circumstances in which it is developed. All the programs are viable
models for developing in-common programs of preparation for
both researchers and practicing administrators.
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Problems and Prospects

A review of both thought and practice reveals that much of the
"knowledge" about training-in-common consists of statements
about the possible beneficial outcomes of common training pro--
grams; little, if any, consists of demonstrated benefits, Nevertheless,
the rationales for training-in-common apparently are so convincing
that a number of center's and schools have been stimulated to
implement in-common approaches. One way or another, all (he
specific rationales are reflected in the various programs described.
These strategies add significant new characteristics. th training pro-
grams: inclusion of new elements; broadened perspectives, increased
career alternatives, and contributions toward development of the
science of administration. Different programs or strategics place
varying emphases on these desirable outcomes.

Practice clearly demonstrates the feasibility of deVeloping com-
'bibed, joint, or, integrated programs and indicates the,variety of
ways in which'training -in- common can be carried out. Although the
speciPics of programs vary in detail, there appears to be consensus

38
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on what constitutes generic aspects ot admitlistrative study. "Know-
ledge" in/terms of what Might be done is well advanced; the present
state of training-in-common is highly encouraging. Nevertheless,
whether training-in-common is for. the' most part a desirable ap-
proach is difficult to determine in the absenceof carefully formu-
lated evaluations of existing programs. There is little knowledge of
the extent to which present programs arc achieving objectives..
We have not even begun to ask which type of training-in-common
is most appropriate under' specific circumstances. New programs
must still be developed on a' high degree of faith in their advantages
and on rationales that are not well-grounded in empirical data.

Perhaps the most significant finding of this/study is the very
limited extent to which training-in-common has been imple-
mented, even when common is broadly- defined. Although the
accomplishments of the programs described earlier represent signi-
ficant progress toward developing genetic approaches to adminis-
trative training, they clearly are only isolated developments. They
do not indicate a general trend toward .a broadened conception of
administrator training or the deVelopment of administrative study.
Such limited experimentation suggests there is resistance to the
development of training-in-common. If further significant develop-
ments in common programs arc, to appear, the sources of resistance
must be identified, analyzed, and overcome.

PROBLEMS

Perhaps a major factor in the relatively slow progress made
toward development of training-in-common and generic study of
administration is the limited attention they have received4n print.
Inadequate knowledge, and analysis of this and related subjects no
doubt have contributed to the limited attention generic study has
received from program planners. The related subjects are important
because the shape preparation programs take depends, in part, on
developments in the science of administration, clarification of the
common and the unique characteristics of organization adminis-
tration, and overcoming boundary -defenses of specialized areas of
administrative study. Finally, some of the organizational and insti-
tutional barriers to training-in-common must also be recognized if
they gre to be eliminated.
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ADMINISTRATIVE SCIENCE OR ADMINISTRATIVE SPECIALTIES

There seemed to be more interest in and 'optimism about the
development of a science. of adMinistration a decade or two ago
than there has been in more recent years. In the past couple-of
decades the amount of theory and empirical research in areas highly
relevant to the development (Ndministrativc science has expanded
vastly. Nevertheless, the synthesizing and ciAlating that might have
stimulated, the development of administration qua administration
seem 'to be lacking.

. Only a few issues after Administrative 3;cienee Quarterly was
founded, Boulding (1958) carried out an analysis to determine the

,content of the emerging achninistrative science. Today, after much
empirical research and the publiCation of many volumes, no one
seems to have carried out a similar analysis of what direction Ihe
field is taking. The optimism in the statements by Litchfield (1956)
and

),
rhompson (1956) has. not stimulated other schOlars to build

systematically -a science of administration per se. There have been
some attempts to make comparative studies, to develop generaliza-
tions, and to theorize about administration in an institution-free
sense. But there is no systematic body of thought on administration
'qua administration. No doubt, this lack retards the development of
generic approaches to prepare administrators.

Proponents of training-in-enmmon hold that the development of
the science will he one of the products of generic approaches;
to some extent, however, it may also be a precondition. A generally
agreed upon body of study is essential 'if thc administrative
specialties are to be pried from their present locations. Until tin
adequate bOdy of content is generally recognized as forming the
core of the study of administration, public administration will find
it more comfortable to 'associate with political scicncc and educa-
tional administration with education. In large measure, this is pre-
cisely what has happened:

The Torcgoing comments draw attention tb a related trend hiim-
'wring the adoption of a generic approach to administration
developments in individual specialized fields. Interest in adminis-
tration qua administration appeared at about the same time as the,
great interest in the behavioral/social sciences and their contribution
to the study of administration. In the past decade or so, each
specialty has borrowed from the basic disciplines to such an extent
that it has had little reason to rely greatly on the other specialties.
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Although similarities in interests arc once again appearinglargely
as a result of drawing on basically The.same body of content in:
behavioral and quantitative studiesin the interval many scholars
in specialized fields of administration found it much unor'e com-
fortable to identify with the basic disciplines than with the science
of administration. In each field.of administrative study it is probably
much easier to find those who identify themselves as sociologists,
psychologists, and .mathematicians than it is to id .ratify specialists
in administrative processes or in the comparative study of adminis-
tration. Perhaps now is an appropriate time to urge the disci-
plinary specialists to combine their talents toward development of
morc,gcncral administrative studies.

COMMON AND UNIQUE CHARACTERISTICS

Closely related to the problem of developing a science of adminis-
tration is the task of idgntifying those characteristics common to
all organizations and those unique to organizations in a particular

t. -institutional area. This task would seem to be a `prerequisite to
identifying thegeneral and the specific aspects of administrative
processes. Until there arc better analyses of these similarities and
differences,-training-in-common will flounder. The promise of com-
mon approaches will be overshadowed by the possibility that the
common may be far less important than the unique. Consequently,
fear that, emphasizing common. elements may do the prospective
adminiitrator a disservice will continue.

Mayntz presents the dilCmma clearly when discussing the de-
Velopment of organization theory:

The value of an organization concept so farremoved from the concrete
reality has repeatedly been challenged especially in countries where
social science is more historically oriented and where interest in
abstract system theory is correspondingly weak. Where the historically
specific features of social phenomena' are emphasized, it may well
appear that the differences betweed organizations are much more
decisive than what they have in common, so that it seems scientj-
fically fruitless to comproMise all of them under one concept. The
major critical argument which follows is that propositions which hold
for such diverse phenomena as an army, a trade union, and a uni-
versity, must necessarily be either trivial or so abstract as to tell
hardly 'anything of interest about concrete reality. (1964, p. 113)

Of course, one must hope there is a fruitful area of study between
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the meaningless abstract and the trivial. Generic app,roaches must
foEus on this area, where the importance of further developmental
work is clear.

Several contributors to_.) volume edited by Lcu and Rudman
(1963) .discuss issues and problems in defining common and
specialized !earnings in prcparation programs for school. adminis-
trators. Whereas most of the writers focus on school administration,
Culbertson (1963) considers what content might be common to
prcparation for all administrators and what proportion of the
program it might include. He suggests that the greatest areas of
commonality lie in such administrative proccsscs as communicating,
making decisions, handling morale, and coping with change.' He
proposes that from one- fourth to one -third of the content in two-
year. prepaeatory programs.be ;focused on developing competence
in these processes; this portion of the content could bc common for
all administrators. However, when preparation programs for specific
administrative positions were examined by other contributors to
the Leu and Rudman volume, the list of specialized needs seemed
so lengthy as to leave little' room for development of the more
common approaches.

Snyder raises the related question whether knowledge and ex-
perience in administration are transferable from one institutional j
sector to another. He conchides that an a priori answer to the
question is risky because:

. . . we have not done the empirical research which would bc
necessary ti tell us to what extent knowledge and experience arc
in fact ,transferable; second, we have not had enough professional
programs based on this conviction to permit convincing evaluation.
(1969, pp. 282-3)

Problems concerning the transferability of knowledge and the
identification of what is common and generalizable about both
administration and organizations will continue to impede the de-
velopment of generic programs. Although convincing arguments
for, commonalities can be presented, additional analyses and
research are needed.

OVERCOMING BOUNDARY DEFENSE

Although all the various specialized areas of administrative study
can claim scholars who advocate emphasizing commonalities and

49r,,- 4.
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Problems and Prospects

generic approaches, the boundaries of these disciplines have been
highly resistant to chinigcProponents of the generic approach
receive apolite hearing from their colleagiies tmlyinntil the prospect
of major changes in the organization of the fields becomes real.
Then other voices arc heard and the boundaries between disciplines
arc drawn more tightly. Each field recognizes the common elements
as long as the identities of individual areas of study arc not lost.
Nowhere is this 'more evident than in the debate taking place in
public administration.

The current trend in public administration to, move away TrOrli
narrow political science perspective was mentioned earlier. This
move raises some obvious questions. Where should it move? What
relationShips should it have.to. other administrative studies and to
the basic disciplines? Interestingly, these queitions arc not restricted
to the North Ainerican continent. After reviewing some European
publications in the field, Ridley'surmised:

As the study of pul)lic administration bccomcs less institutional so
it bccomcs less part of the study of Government and less part of
political science. Not that modern political science is predominantly
institutional: the behavioral approach of our time is focused on
functions and processes. Bilt if we study public administration in that
way, it tends to become* part or the study of administration
tout court.t( 1968, p. 443)

Several writers, among them Caldwell (1968), Henderson (1966),
and Waldo (1,968), view public admini tration as having. niuch in
common with other areas of 'administ alive study. The abate
focuses on how far froth political scienc the study should move.

Riggs feels that transferring the study of public administration
to a professional school would be just as disastrous as leaving the
training of administrators in the political science department. He

proposes that the best solution is to:

... establish professional schools for the public service, and perhaps
also for person planning careers as politicians and as admi9istrators
of philanthropic and social service organizations. They will need to
be taught by political scientists and by sociologists, statisticians,
historians, economists: and others, just as are their counterparts in
schools of.business,administration. But meanwhile the study of public
administratioO as a part of the science of government needs to be
carried forward within the discipline of political science. (1968, p. 62)

Charlesworth takes a more defensive stance toward the possible

t `
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integratioh of administrative studies:

'It is well known thitt a number(of business management professors
hold that administration is administration, and that th.ere is no valid
reason for special applications of special administiative methods to
schools, hospitals, armies, churches, factories, department stores,
cities, government bureaus, legislative branches, and the like. Many of
these professors are arrogant, and contend that administration which
is administration' is business administration, and that they are
presently prepared to teach or train practitioners in all of the fields
mentioned. . . In governmental administration, as contrasted with
business administration. \ . . Nothing important is comparable.
(1968, p. 333)

. .
This point again raises the question of the common and the unique.
But even beyond that question, resistance to the establishment of
generic studies is forcefully demonstrated.

,

Considering the 'tendency to preserve diiciplinary boundaries,
thatt one of the early proponents of

generic studies has had furthe thoughts on the issue. Waltori has
nbt abandoned the general, concept, 'but recently he seems more
impressed than he was, earlier by the variations in administrative
processes: .

Readers who are familiar with my earlier attempts to make some
sense out of educational administration may make a surprised guess
that 1.have had secoierhaukts about the notion that "administration
is everywhere' the same." It is true that 1 have had second thoughts,
but they have not changed my original conception of the adminis-
trative phenomenon; at one level of abstraction it is possible to
conceive of administrittion as the same activity in all organizations. . . .
However, at another level Of consideration, we may think of adminis-
tration as varying with the purposes and substantive activities of
organizations. (1970, p. 56)

Regrettably, Walton does not ,elaborate on the significance that
focusing on these variations has for. preparation programs.

Gbldhammer recommends that preparation programs for educa-
tional administrators place Fri-Creased emphasis.on specialization.
He states that the administrator "must be prepared for the different
roles that he will be required to play in the performance of specific
types of responsibilities in school organizations" (1968, p. 180). The
views of Walton and Goldhammer and those of other scholars, such
as Campbell (1958), may reflect a continuing concern for empha-
sizing the unique characteristics of educational administration.
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The preservation of disciplinary boundaries militates against the

development of generic programs and hinders communication
among the disciplines. In general, scholars usually have debated the
issue of training-in-common in public, buiiness, or ,educational
administration.. and not across these boundaries. Indeed, the trend
seems to be toward a "hardening of the boundaries." This affliction
is obviously not conducive to the further development of the
scienlf of administration.

ORGANVGATIONAL AND INSTITUTIONAL BARRIERS

The final major. problem involves organizational barriers and
institutionalized praCtices that make it very difficult to introduce
new preparatory programs. .Events have borne out the general
observation that, planning new programs and developing new
cwricula are achieved more readily in new institutions than in

established onelt. The administiative programs that differ signifi-

cantly from prMous onesIrvine, Sangamon, and Saskat cwan
were all developed at new institutions. Although other cent rs have
also developed different programs, these tend to, be modifications
inpractices rather than radically new departures. The costs and

risks involved in program reorganization encourage program plan-

ners to adopt- an incremental change strategy.
Institutionalized sources of resistance are numerous. The back-

ground preparation of professors, professional identifications, and
instructional materials all contribute to the maintenance of present
practices and the preservation of current disciplinary boundaries.

Furthermore, career patterns from one administrative speciali-

zation' to another' have not been clearly 'established nor become
common enough to give the piospective administratoi confidence
rtfallfully integrated preparation program. In some specialized
fiblds such as educational administration, the career path is still
predominantly througlRthe profCssional (teaching) specialty, at
least initially, rather than through administrative expertise. So far

both the administrators and the teachers appear to find this a
more acceptable arrangement. ,This form of entrance in certain
professionalized fields ,may prove to be another factor in the

preservation of existing practices.

A
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FROSPECTS

It s,Itazitrdotieto project likely developments. There arc no clear
Ere Is evident and there appears to be almost a standoff between
tl demonstrate&or assumed merits of training-in-common and
he barriers that hamper its develoKment. The safest assumption

is that new programs will continue tole.introduced, existinglOries
will be broadened, and eXperidientation with.--various organiza-
tional

.
arrangetnents will proceed. The pace of development will

depend largely on the Willingness of scholars and program plan-
ners to &Vote 'attention to analyzing and experimenting% with
training-in-common.

No doubt, scholars will continue to be interested in admini s!
tration qua administration and .the specialized yields of adMinis-
tration will become lessinsular. 4T,he most protmsing prospect for
training-in-common seems to be the type 4,it joint program that
has been develoPth-at Stanford Itniversity.*Ach special-purpose
programs can ma ke best use of the resources and knowledge in
specialized fields. while at the same time .allowing the individual
disciplines to maintaiii integrity.

ShOit of the 'joint ..program approach, sora discussion among
departments. on a campus might lead to the definition of common
or joint courses that could be pursued by students in more than
one specialized area. Of course, new institutions will continue to
have the advantage and should lead in the initiation and imple-
mentation of generic programs. Many new arrangements can be
instituted if those whO. have responsibili the preparation of
administrators are willing.

More than willingness is required, however, if training-in-common?
is to be thoroughly explored andake pace of sits implementation
accelerated. Action is required in four problem areas..

First, the ross- institutional study of drganizations and adminis-
tration is receiving insufficient' attentidn. Lack of progress in
identifying dip 'significant similarities and differences in the ad-
ministrative ptio'eesses and functions in different organizations
hampers the development of generic approaches. This should be
recognize& as an area for increasing empirical research and theo-
rizing, and for developing courses that will appeal to prospective
administrators in various institutional areas.

Second, a search of the literature reveals far too little communi-
cation acrbss existing disciplinary boundaries on Practices and

53
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desirable innovations in preparation programs. No doubt, much
.

thought and analysis are given to the content of preparAtion pro'-
grams. UnfOrtunately, the results of this analysis do not appear in
the general literature and, if written, probably exist as materials

.
intended only forinhouse usc;Analysis of overall goals of prepara-
tion programs ispartictliarly lacking. In educational administration,
forxXample, continuing attention is giv6n tolthe specifics of prepa-

.'ration and to training materials while the rationale underlying the
preparation programs receives only sporadic attention.

Third, there is a surprising lack of empirical research on selecting
candidates, improving instructional practices, influencing adminis-
trative behavior, and othcr'aspects of administrator preparation.
Again, there is no doubt that institutional research is being carried
out and that programs arc being Modified in the light of this
research. There arc, however, few if any formally reported studies
that could be used as bases for designing new programs. The absence
of prograniTatie, research and analysis on various aspects of pre-
paring ad/thiniStrators is not only a source of embarrassment but
also a major barrier to program improvement and innovation.

Finally, .evaluation research is particularly important for those
institutions now developing new programs or instructional practices.
It is essential that these. universities be sufficiently aware or the
importance of their innovations and that they have the resources
to carry out appropriate studies and to disseminate the resulting
information.

Sisnylcant progress in these areas will greatly increase the
probability that the fuiure for generic studiesis much brighter than
some presetit indkations suggest. New Orograms and continued
debate, however; may be signs of a resurgence of interest in the
study of administration qua administration in the, various spec-
ialized fields.

More., bold and innovative program planners, more scholars will-
. ing and ready to take the generic study of administration seriously, "

....auclaphre. research and dialogue about the.nature of administrative
preparation programs -arc needed. Then, if training-in-common is
rejected, at least it will not be by default, but as a result of
demonstratd undesirability.
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Summary

For year's, training-in-comMon and the generic study of adminis-
tration have been subjects of speculation in various specialized
fields. In the midlif ties these ideas received particular at tention in
educational administration but the high level of interest' did not
persist. Most of the recent attention to and criticism of in-common'
preparation has ,come from other fields. Although the. past few
years have not produced many additional insights or research, some
centers have taken seriously the concept that there are common
administrative elements and that some form of training-in-common
is not only feasible but desirable.

The recurring rationales for a generic approach to training are
highly consistent. The usual point of departure is that there is a

need to upgrade training programs to respond to changing adminis-
trative environments. The development of programs that are, at
least in part, common for prospective administrators in 'two or more
institutional areas is one way to meet this need. Besides upgrading
training, the generic approach can also be seen as a means to develop
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the science of administration. Present approaches to the study of
administration leave it fragmented; consequently, generalizations
that might be appropriate for more than one institutional area
emerge %rtrY slowly.

A number of rationales for generic studies are based directly on
changing circumstances in administration. One point of view is that
no' institutional area is free from interrelationships with others.
Since administrators need to communicate and interact with one
another in performing their functions, the question is raised
whether a form of in-common training would meet this need.

Another rationale is that organizations in various institutional
areas arc no longer as dissimilar as they once were; clearly, there is
a convergence of characteriSties in all large-scale operations. This
convergence nullifies some of the long-standing arguments for
training in separate departments or schools.

A further point .is-that generic approaches offer a more realistic
career preparation because in the future administrators will not
restrict their careers to only one institutional area. Training-in-
common also increases the more immediate career alternatives of
the prospective administrator.

Strategies for achieving these objectives have also been proposed.
They include arranging some form of joint course or joint program,
broadening the definition of management studies, establishing cen-
ters for the study and development of administrative science, and
creating a graduate school of administration committed both to
developing administrative 'science. and to emphasizing common
,elements in preparation programs.

A survey of ongoing practices resulted in the identification of
centers that have adopted various forms of these strategies. Only
one strategy is not presently implemented: no center has been
devoted specifically to the study of administration since the Ad-
ministrative Science Center at the University of Pittsburgh closed.

Several long-established schools of management indicated that
their programs have a relevance beyond just management in the
business areas. Examples were, given of schools with combined
programs in public and business administration and some form of
core program, such as the one at Cornell. Only one joint program in
business and educational administration (Stanford) was identified
and described.

Three different types of integrated approaches to administrator
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preparation were outlined. The Regina Campus of the University
of Saskatchewan represents an approach to general administrative
studies at the undergraduate level; Sangamon State University
offers a special purpose form of common program; and the Gradu-
ate School of Administration on the Irvine campus of the Uni-.
versity of California is a prototype of .a gcnbric approach to the
study of adthinistration and the training of administrators.

Even limited experience with these strategies supports specu-
lation about the major potential problems. Although some schools
obviously have not been frightened by what others consider to be
almost insurmountable difficulties, the problems are very real.
Perhaps the major issue is the content and scope of administrative
science. Although the concept of such a discipline is appealing, a
precise definition of its substance is elusive. Consequently; the
specialized areas of administration tend to focus inward, to
concentrate on improving themselves, and to give low priority to
the development of a generic administrative science.

Uncertainty about the significance of the common elements in
administration continues. One viewpoint hoIis that. the common
characteristics tend to be trivial and insignifiCant, particularly as
they relate to the work of administrators, and that what adminis-
trators really need to know tends to be specific to each type of
organization and institution. Accordingly, what is common to more
thin one institutional area can be given recognition but need not
and should not form the basis of training programs.

Various institutionalized practices also serve to retard develop-
ments in generic approaches to administrative preparation.

Prospects for the further development of training -in- common are
somewhat uncertain. The rate of progress depends on the extent to
which additional knowledge is gained. This rate would probably
increase if more scholars were to take on the cross-institutional study
of administration, if there were increased communication about
preparation programs (particularly across institutional boundaries),
if there were more research on administrative preparation programs,
and if information and research on the innovative programs now in
operation were adequately disseminated. It is essential that this
need for knowledge receive attention from individual scholars,
institutions, and professional associations of administrators.
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